In order to describe the obstructions we require an explicit description of the manifolds in which they arise. Thus let Dl = (i •• A)xD p CD", \D1 = {(*!, , x n )e D n I max, |x, + §| ^J}, and choose a piecewise linear homeomorphism h: D n \int\D--> S"" 1 x I. We shall consider the embedding of D p as a submanifold of S"" 1 x / given by Finally, let ΣJ n : Π I (S")->Π l +k (S ll+k ) denote the fc-fold suspension homomorphism. The precise statement of the result is: Because the above group is never zero, the theorem implies that the following theorems are best possible. THEOREM 1.2. (MorletV'Lemme de Disjunction", [1, 7] ). LetD Letting N = S n~1 xI, so that fe = n-2, Theorem 1.1 shows immediately that Theorem 1.3 is best possible. Letting D 1 = * x IC S"" 1 x I = N, the fact (proved via an Alexander isotopy argument, cf. [1, 5] ) that
implies, via the exact sequence of the pair, that Theorem 1.2 is best possible.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 consists of a reduction to a homotopy theoretic problem using a result of [6] . This homotopy problem is then analyzed via classical techniques involving the homotopy groups of wedges of spheres, Whitehead products, and the suspension homomorphism.
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The Calculation.
Let Aut(M relΛ) denote the Δ-set of piecewise linear automorphisms of a manifold M which are fixed on the subset A Consider the fibrations
where * = (-£, , -£) and Dl = 0, ,|)x D p CD". The base spaces Cinterior N_, and N = N\(interior \D1) .
It follows from the splitting of the exact homotopy sequence of the fibration, and the fact that E({+1},N) has the homotopy type of N, that Π,(£(J,Nx/;relc>)) is isomorphic to Π, tl (N)φΠ,(£(ί,Nx/; l{l})) )) By Theorem 3.18 [6] there is a homomorphism
which is an isomorphism for i ^2n -p -5 and an epimorphism for i=2rc-p-4. Here h d (N) denotes the Δ-set of homotopy equivalences of N which are fixed on dN and h d (N, *) denotes the sub Δ-set of those homotopy equivalences which preserve the basepoint * and its complement in JV,
The homomorphism can be defined as follows: Let / D'xJ-^D'x (N x I) represent an element of ΐli (E(I, N x I; rel d)) . By the isotopy extension theorem [4] , there is an extension of/, 
Πi(Ωh d (N),Ωh d (N,*))
whose image via the isomorphism to Π i+ i(Λa(N),ft a (N,*)) is defined to be the image of [/] .
The remainder of the paper is devoted to showing that Π i+ι (h d where ev is evaluation on * x D p+1 for a base point * in S"" 7 *" 1 and 3 is the Whitehead product with ι n _ p _i.
To develope a similar sequence for Πj(Λ a )(N)) we consider the two stage cofibration decomposition respectively. Following Hilton one defines basic Whitehead products of weight 1 as L n -P -\ and t π _i with the ordering ι n -p -x < ι π _i. Given basic products of weight less than w, a basic product of weight w>, greater than 1, is a product [a, b] where a and b are basic products whose weights add to w, a < b, and if b is a Whitehead product [c, d] 9 then c ^ a. Basic products are ordered by weight and, except for w = 1, arbitrarily within a given weight. A Whitehead product p involving k t n _ p _i's and / ι n _i's is a specific map from S h{p)+1 into S^^vS"-1 where /ι(p)= k(n -p -2) + /(n -2). Hilton's theorem states that, if n -1 and n -p -1 are at least 2,
= Θ Π basic products p i
where the isomorphism is given by taking a E Π,(S The next lemma provides for a substantial simplification of the exact sequence in this range. Recall that h (p) = k (n -p -2) + l(n -2) when p involves k ι n -p -i's and / L n -ιS. Thus an element of U j+1 (S h(p)+1 ) is a suspension if / 2 /ι (p) -1. For / = i or / + p this can fail only for p = ι n _ p -i or ι n _ lβ By the lemma the other elements are taken to the appropriate basic product summands by an iterated suspension which, by the suspension theorem, gives an isomorphism. Thus, for i ^ 2n -p -4, we have the following exact sequence
LEMMA.

If a or β are suspension elements
The isotopy extension theorem [4] for a point *CN shows that Π ί+1 (MN),Λ,(N,*)) is isomorphic to Π i+1 (N)φΠ ί+1 ((ΛJV),,Λ a (N,*)) where h d (N)* is the fiber of the evaluation h d (N)-*N. Moreover Π i+1 (JV) is isomorphic to U i+ι (S n~p~1 ) and goes isomorphically onto the summand in the sequence. The first case where the elements of Πi+p+^S"" 1 ) could fail to be suspensions occurs when / +/? + 1 = 2n -3, i.e., i=2n-p-4. By the suspension theorem 3 takes W i+p+ι {S n~ι ) isomorphically onto U i+n .ι(S 2n ' p~3 ) for i < 2n -p -4. In the case i = 2n -p -4 the suspension theorem implies that the suspension elements of Π 2 n-3 (S' n~1 ) go onto Π 3n _ p _ 5 (S 2n~p~3 ) so that Π i+ i(/ι a (JV)*, h d (N, *)) = 0 for / < 2n -p -4. To complete the proof of the theorem we need only show that the boundary homomorphism from Π 2π -3 (5 n " 1 ) to U 3n . p -5 (S 2n ' p ' 3 ) has a nontrivial kernel for n g 5, n^ 8, and note that, when n = 8, the boundary homomorphism from Π 14 (5 7 ) = Z 120 to Π 2 o_p(S 13~p ) = Z 24 o, if p >5, or Z-f Zi 20 , if p = 5, is a monomorphism whose cokernel is Z 2 and Z, respectively, while the boundary homomorphism from Πi 3 (S 7 ) to U 19 -P (S 13~P ) is an isomorphism. If n is even all the elements of Π 2n _ 3 (S n~1 ) are suspensions and the suspension to Π 3n -p-5 (5 2n~p~3 ) has a nontrivial kernel, n § 5, unless n = 8 when the kernel is trivial. If n is odd Π 2n _ 3 (5"~1) contains an element of infinite order while Π 3π _p_ 5 (S 2n~p~3 ) is a finite group so that although we do not 218 KENNETH C. MILLETT know that the boundary homomorphism is a suspension as above we do know the kernel must be infinite. Thus the theorem is proved.
